*New Series Additions*

**Isaac Bell – Detective Series**
- The Chase (2007)
- The Wrecker (11/2009)
- The Spy (06/2010)
- The Race (09/06/2011)
- The Thief (03/06/2012)
- The Striker (2013)
- The Bootlegger (2014)
- The Assassin (2015)
- The Gangster (2016)
- The Cutthroat (2017)

**The Fargo Adventures**
- Spartan Gold (09/2009)
- Lost Empire (08/31/2010)
- The Kingdom (06/06/2011)
- The Tombs (09/04/12)
- The Mayan Secrets (2013)
- The Eye of Heaven (2014)
- The Solomon Curse (2015)
- Pirate (2016)
- The Romanov Ransom (2017)

*New Series Additions Above*

Built for Adventure: (10/27/11)
- Classic Automobiles of Clive Cussler & Dirk Pitt
- Built To Thrill (2016)

**Other Non-Fiction**
- Sea Hunters (1996)
- Clive Cussler Dirk Pitt Revealed (1998)
- The Sea Hunters II (2002)

**The Numa Files**
- Serpent (1999) NUMA Files
- Blue Gold (2000) NUMA Files
- Fire Ice (2002) NUMA Files
- White Death (2003) NUMA Files
- Lost City (2004) NUMA Files
- Polar Shift (2005) NUMA Files
- The Navigator (2007) NUMA Files
- Medusa (06/2009) NUMA Files
- Devil’s Gate (11/2011)
- The Storm (05/29/2012)
- Zero Hour (2013)
- Ghost Ship (2014)
- The Pharaoh’s Secret (2015)
- NightHawk (2017)
- The Rising Sea (2018)

**The Oregon Files**
- Dark Watch (2005) Oregon Files
- Skeleton Coast (2006) Oregon Files
- Plague Ship (2008) Oregon Files
- Corsair (03/2009) Oregon Files
- The Silent Sea (03/2010) Oregon Files
- The Jungle (03/2011) Oregon Files
- Mirage (2013) Oregon Files
- Piranha (2015)
- The Emperor’s Revenge (2016)
- Typhoon Fury (2017)

**Children Book Classics**
- The Adventures of Hotsy Totsy (05/2010)
- Re-Release: (08/16/11) The Adventures of Hotsy Totsy

**The Dirk Pitt Novels**
- Mayday/Mediterranean Caper (1973) Dirk Pitt Novel
- Iceberg (1975) Dirk Pitt Novel
- Raise the Titanic (1976) Dirk Pitt Novel
- Vixen 03 (1978) Dirk Pitt Novel
- Pacific Vortex (1983) Dirk Pitt Novel (Though published later; Pacific Vortex! Is considered to be the novel to start with as it chronologically comes first in the story line and was written first.)
- Cyclops (1986) Dirk Pitt Novel
- Dragon (1990) Dirk Pitt Novel
- Inca Gold (1994) Dirk Pitt Novel
- Crescent Dawn (11-16-2010) Dirk Pitt Novel
- Poseidon's Arrow (11/2012) Dirk Pitt Novel
- Mediterranean Caper (40th Year Anniversary Edition)
- Havana Storm (2014)
- Odessa Storm (2016)